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Conclusions and outlookConclusions and outlook



HadronthetapyHadronthetapyHadronthetapyHadronthetapy

The frontier of cancer radiation therapyThe frontier of cancer radiation therapy
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Can we do better than conventional radiotherapy ?Can we do better than conventional radiotherapy ?

9  X ray beams   (IMRT)9  X ray beams   (IMRT)2  X ray beams2  X ray beams

A question for a particle physicistA question for a particle physicist

Are there better radiations to attack the tumour and spare at best the healthy 
tissues?        
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Answer : BEAMS OF CHARGED HADRONS



Let’s go back to physics...Let’s go back to physics...

Fundamental physicsFundamental physics
Particle identificationParticle identification

L3 t LEPL3 at LEP

Medical applicationsMedical applications
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Cancer hadrontherapyCancer hadrontherapy



Single beam comparisonSingle beam comparison

X raysX rays Protons or Carbon ionsProtons or Carbon ions
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What are the hadrons?What are the hadrons?

Hadrons are not elementary particlesHadrons are not elementary particles
They are made of quarks and antiquarksThey are made of quarks and antiquarksThey are made of quarks and antiquarks…They are made of quarks and antiquarks…

AntiquarkQuark
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What can we do with hadrons?What can we do with hadrons?

Proton : u u d

All nucleiAll nuclei
Proton and ion Proton and ion 
beams for cancer beams for cancer 
hadrontherapyhadrontherapy

Neutron : u d d

hadrontherapyhadrontherapy
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Protons and ions are more precise than XProtons and ions are more precise than X--raysrays

Tumour between the eyesTumour between the eyes

9 X ray beams                                            1 proton beam9 X ray beams                                            1 proton beam
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The first idea The first idea –– Bob Wilson, 1946Bob Wilson, 1946

Bob Wilson was student of Bob Wilson was student of 
Lawrence in BerkleyLawrence in Berkley

Study of the shielding for theStudy of the shielding for theStudy of the shielding for the Study of the shielding for the 
new cyclotronnew cyclotron

I t di i li i tI t di i li i tInterdisciplinary environment Interdisciplinary environment 
= new ideas!= new ideas!

Use of protons and charged Use of protons and charged 
hadrons to better distribute hadrons to better distribute 
the dose of radiation in cancer the dose of radiation in cancer 
therapytherapy

R.R. Wilson, Radiology, 47 (1946) 487R.R. Wilson, Radiology, 47 (1946) 487
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The beginning of hadrontherpay 1954 at BerkeleyThe beginning of hadrontherpay 1954 at Berkeley
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C.A. Tobias, J.H. Lawrence et al., Cancer Research 18 (1958) 121C.A. Tobias, J.H. Lawrence et al., Cancer Research 18 (1958) 121



The basic principles of hadrontherapyThe basic principles of hadrontherapy

27 cm
Tumour

t t

Protons Protons 
200 MeV200 MeV

1 nA1 nA

Beam of hadrons

target1 nA1 nA

Carbon ionsCarbon ions Beam of hadrons
which slow down in matter4800 MeV4800 MeV

0.1 nA0.1 nA

Bragg peakBragg peak
B tt f it f th d t th t tB tt f it f th d t th t t h lth ti ih lth ti i–– Better conformity of the dose to the target Better conformity of the dose to the target →→ healthy tissue sparinghealthy tissue sparing

Hadrons are chargedHadrons are charged
–– Beam scanning for dose distributionBeam scanning for dose distributiongg

Heavy ions Heavy ions 
–– Higher biological effectivenessHigher biological effectiveness
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Why ions have a large biological effectiveness?Why ions have a large biological effectiveness?
X RBE = 1 RBE = 3X

quantum

40 mm from
the end of the range

carbon
ionBreak of a the end of the rangeion

single/double
helix of DNA

electron

ionization

cromosome

Multiple breaks of
both helixes

t b i d
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cromosomecannot be repaired
Ions have high LET (Linear Energy Transfer)Ions have high LET (Linear Energy Transfer)



A gantry for  proton therapyA gantry for  proton therapy
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Dose distribution: passive spreadingDose distribution: passive spreading

‘Double scattering’‘Double scattering’gg

‘Layer stacking’‘Layer stacking’y gy g
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Passive spreading: the nozzlePassive spreading: the nozzle

Propeller Quadrant 
ionization 
chamber

Ionization 
chamber

chamber

BBeam
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Passive spreading: Passive spreading: calibration before treatmentcalibration before treatment

Collimator

Water
Bolus

Water 
equivalent 
absorber

Ionization 
chamber
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Passive spreading: personalized Passive spreading: personalized devices devices 

Propeller Collimator

Bolus - Bolus - liverBolus -
prostate
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Dose distribution: active scanningDose distribution: active scanning
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i ti

horizontal
scanning vertical

scanning

New technique developed New technique developed 

energy variation
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mainly at GSI and PSImainly at GSI and PSI



Active “spot scanning” a la PSIActive “spot scanning” a la PSI
1 2

Single ‘spot’
Lateral scanning with
magnet: 2 ms/step

43

Depth scanning with
upstream absorbers

Third scanning by
a bending magnet
and movable bed

Depth scanning
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FrontFront endend

A detector for spot scanning:A detector for spot scanning:
The strip chamber developed by TERA for PSIThe strip chamber developed by TERA for PSI

FrontFront--end end 
boardsboards Mylar windowMylar window

“T” Anode“T” Anode

22--sided sided 
aluminizedaluminized
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“U” Anode“U” AnodeMylar windowMylar window aluminizedaluminized
cathodecathode

In collaboration with University and INFN TorinoIn collaboration with University and INFN Torino



Beam tests on Gantry1 at PSIBeam tests on Gantry1 at PSI

SAMBA 

Strip Accurate Monitor for Beam 
Applications

Measurement of a spot
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Time profile of the clinical beamsTime profile of the clinical beams
ty

SPOTSSPOTS
Average flat top Average flat top 

current 0 2 nAcurrent 0 2 nA

al
 In

te
ns

it current 0.2 nAcurrent 0.2 nA

To
ta

5 ms

Time
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A line of dose  made of spotsA line of dose  made of spots
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Number of potential patientsNumber of potential patients

XX--ray therapyray therapy every 10 million inhabitants: 20every 10 million inhabitants: 20'000 pts/year'000 pts/year

Study by AIRO, 2003                     Study by AIRO, 2003                     

Italian Association for Oncological RadiotharapyItalian Association for Oncological Radiotharapy

XX ray therapyray therapy every 10 million inhabitants:  20every 10 million inhabitants:  20 000 pts/year 000 pts/year 

ProtontherapyProtontherapypypy

14.5% of X14.5% of X--ray patients =   ray patients =   2‘900 pts/year2‘900 pts/year

Therapy with Carbon ions for radioTherapy with Carbon ions for radio--resistant tumoursresistant tumours

3% of X3% of X--ray patients =                  600 pts/yearray patients =                  600 pts/year

TOTAL    about  3‘500 pts/year    TOTAL    about  3‘500 pts/year    
Every 50 M inhabitantsEvery 50 M inhabitants

•• ProtonProton--therapytherapy
every 10 Mevery 10 M44--5 centres5 centres

•• Carbon ion therapyCarbon ion therapy
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The sitesThe sites

Up to presentUp to present

•• ProtonProton--therapy:therapy:

~ 50 000 patients~ 50 000 patients

•• Carbon ion therapy:Carbon ion therapy:

2 500 ti t2 500 ti t~ 2 500 patients~ 2 500 patients
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Tumours of the central nervous systemTumours of the central nervous system

Control at  5 yearsControl at  5 years

RTRT ProtonsProtonsRTRT ProtonsProtons
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ChordomasChordomas 1717--50%50% 7373--83%83%
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Chordomas Chordomas 1717--50%50% 7373--83%83%

Chondrosarcomas Chondrosarcomas 5050--60%60% 9090--98%98%



Present and “near” future of hadrontherapyPresent and “near” future of hadrontherapy

ProtonProton--therapy is “booming”!   therapy is “booming”!   (for more information see PTCOG, www.ptcog.com)(for more information see PTCOG, www.ptcog.com)

–– Laboratory based centres: Orsay, PSI, INFNLaboratory based centres: Orsay, PSI, INFN--Catania, …Catania, …
–– Hospital based centres: 3 in USA, 4 in Japan and many under construction Hospital based centres: 3 in USA, 4 in Japan and many under construction 

(USA, Japan, Germany, China, Korea, Italy, …)(USA, Japan, Germany, China, Korea, Italy, …)( p y y )( p y y )
–– Companies offer “turnCompanies offer “turn--key” centres (cost: 50key” centres (cost: 50--60 M Euro)60 M Euro)

Carbon ion therapyCarbon ion therapy

–– 2 hospital based centres in Japan2 hospital based centres in Japan
–– Pilot project at GSIPilot project at GSI
–– 2 hospital based centres under construction in Germany and Italy2 hospital based centres under construction in Germany and Italy2 hospital based centres under construction in Germany and Italy2 hospital based centres under construction in Germany and Italy
–– 2 projects approved (France and Austria)2 projects approved (France and Austria)
–– European network ENLIGHTEuropean network ENLIGHT
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A (not up to date) map of hadrontherapy  A (not up to date) map of hadrontherapy  
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The eye melanoma treatment at INFNThe eye melanoma treatment at INFN--LNS in CataniaLNS in Catania

•• LNS Supercoducting cyclotron LNS Supercoducting cyclotron 

•• 65 MeV protons65 MeV protons65 MeV protons65 MeV protons

•• 92 patients (oct 2005)92 patients (oct 2005)
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The Loma Linda University Medical Center (USA)The Loma Linda University Medical Center (USA)

•• First hospitalFirst hospital--based based 
protonproton--therapy centre, therapy centre, 
built in 1993built in 1993built in 1993built in 1993

•• ~~160/sessions a day160/sessions a day

•• ~~1000 patients/year1000 patients/year•• ~~1000 patients/year1000 patients/year
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What a patient sees…What a patient sees…
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Japan: 4 proton and 2 carbon ion therapy centresJapan: 4 proton and 2 carbon ion therapy centres

TSUKUBA CENTRETSUKUBA CENTRE

WAKASA BAY PROJECTWAKASA BAY PROJECT
by Wakasa-Bay Energy Research Center

Fukui (2002) SU U CSU U C
Ibaraki (2001)

protons (≤ 270 MeV) 
synchrotron (Hitachi)

2 gantries
2 beam for research

( )
protons (≤ 200 MeV) synchrotron 

(Hitachi)
1 h beam + 1 v beam + 1 gantry

HYOGO MED CENTREHYOGO MED CENTRE

KASHIWA CENTERKASHIWA CENTER
Chiba (1998)

protons (≤ 235 MeV)

2 beam for researchHYOGO MED CENTREHYOGO MED CENTRE
Hyogo (2001)

protons (≤ 230 MeV) - He and C ions (≤ 320 MeV/u) 
Mitsubishi synchrotron

2 p gantries + 2 fixed p beam + 2 ion rooms protons (≤ 235 MeV)
cyclotron (IBA – SHI)

2 Gantries + 1 hor. beam

HEAVY ION MEDICALHEAVY ION MEDICAL

p g p

carboncarbon

HEAVY ION MEDICALHEAVY ION MEDICAL
ACCELERATOR

HIMAC of NIRS (1995)
He and C (≤ 430 MeV/u) 2 synchrotrons

2 h beams + 2 v beams

protonproton
29 m29 m

SHIZUOKA FACILITYSHIZUOKA FACILITY
Shizuoka (2002)

Proton synchrotron

2000 patients
with carbon ionslinaclinac
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2 gantries + 1 h beam50 patients
with carbon ions



PROSCAN project at PSIPROSCAN project at PSI

ACCEL Experiment
OPTIS

SC cyclotron
Experiment

Gantry 2

Gantry 1

•• New SC 250 MeV proton cyclotron New SC 250 MeV proton cyclotron –– InstalledInstalled
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•• New proton gantryNew proton gantry



Carbon ion therapy in EuropeCarbon ion therapy in Europe

1998 1998 -- GSI pilot project (G. Kraft)GSI pilot project (G. Kraft)

200 ti t t t d200 ti t t t d200 patients treated 200 patients treated 
with carbon ionswith carbon ions
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PET onPET on--beambeam

Simulated from TPS

Measured
Measurement of the ”real” Measurement of the ”real” 
dose given to the patientdose given to the patient
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Measureddose given to the patientdose given to the patient



HIT HIT –– University of HeidelbergUniversity of Heidelberg

Carbon ion gantryCarbon ion gantry
MAN technologyMAN technologyMAN technologyMAN technology

December 2006

•• Hospital based centre Hospital based centre 

•• Project started in 2001Project started in 2001Architects Nickl & Partner, Munich andArchitects Nickl & Partner, Munich and
Heidelberg University Building AuthorityHeidelberg University Building Authority

•• Project started in 2001Project started in 2001

•• First patient treatment First patient treatment 
foreseen in 2007foreseen in 2007
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HadronHadron--therapy in Italy and the TERA Foundationtherapy in Italy and the TERA Foundation
NotNot--forfor--profit foundation created in 1992 by Ugo Amaldi and profit foundation created in 1992 by Ugo Amaldi and 
recognized by the Italian Ministry of Health in 1994recognized by the Italian Ministry of Health in 1994

Research in the field of particle accelerators and detectors for Research in the field of particle accelerators and detectors for 
hadronhadron--therapytherapy

PIMMS/TERA

First goal: the Italian First goal: the Italian 
National Centre (CNAO) National Centre (CNAO) 

d t ti id t ti inow under construction in now under construction in 
PaviaPavia

Collaborations with many research institutes and universities Collaborations with many research institutes and universities 
–– in particular CERN, INFN, PSI, GSI, JRC, Universities of Milan, Turin andin particular CERN, INFN, PSI, GSI, JRC, Universities of Milan, Turin and
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in particular CERN, INFN, PSI, GSI, JRC, Universities of Milan, Turin and in particular CERN, INFN, PSI, GSI, JRC, Universities of Milan, Turin and 
Piemonte OrientalePiemonte Orientale



Status of CNAO Status of CNAO –– May 2009May 2009
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New accelerators for the future?New accelerators for the future?

Medium termMedium term

“Dual” cyclotrons for protons and carbon ions“Dual” cyclotrons for protons and carbon ions

Very compact  SC proton synchrocyclotronsVery compact  SC proton synchrocyclotrons

CYCLINAC = Cyclotron + LINACCYCLINAC = Cyclotron + LINAC

Long termLong term

Laser plasma acceleratorsLaser plasma accelerators
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A “dual” acceleratorA “dual” accelerator

250 MeV/u SC cyclotron250 MeV/u SC cyclotron

•• HH22
++ moleculesmolecules

250 MeV proton beam for 250 MeV proton beam for 
deep seated cancer deep seated cancer 
treatmenttreatmenttreatmenttreatment

•• 250 MeV/u fully stripped C250 MeV/u fully stripped C•• 250 MeV/u fully stripped C 250 MeV/u fully stripped C 
ions ions 

maximum penetration ofmaximum penetration of

Project of INFN LNSProject of INFN LNS

maximum penetration of maximum penetration of 
12 cm in water12 cm in water
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“Spot scanning” is sensitive to movements“Spot scanning” is sensitive to movements

longitudinal plane                                    transverse planelongitudinal plane                                    transverse plane

Two approaches can be combined:Two approaches can be combined:

1.1. multiple ‘repainting, of the tumour targetmultiple ‘repainting, of the tumour target
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2.2. feedbacks in the tranverse and energy dimensionsfeedbacks in the tranverse and energy dimensions



The accelerators used today in protontherapyThe accelerators used today in protontherapy
200200 250 MeV protons250 MeV protons200200--250 MeV protons250 MeV protons

CYCLOTRONS (Normal or SC) SYNCHROTRONS

OROR 6-9 metres

4-5 metres

BEAM ON BEAM ON

OFF
1.5 s

BEAM ON ne
rg

y1 s15 ns

ur
re

nt

BEAM ON BEAM ONBEAM ON En

timetime

C
u

MGH - IBA Shizuoka - MITSUBISHICYCLOTRONSCYCLOTRONS

•• Almost continuous beamAlmost continuous beam

SYNCHROTRONSSYNCHROTRONS
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•• Fixed energyFixed energy •• Continuous energyContinuous energy
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Bragg curves obtained by switching off klystronsBragg curves obtained by switching off klystrons
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Prototype of LIBO (on display at CERN TERA stand)Prototype of LIBO (on display at CERN TERA stand)

73 MeV

Accelerated beam from the Accelerated beam from the 

60 MeV c clotron of LNS60 MeV c clotron of LNS
Collaboration INFNCollaboration INFN--CERNCERN--TERA   1999TERA   1999--20022002

60 MeV cyclotron of LNS60 MeV cyclotron of LNSModule tested at LNS of INFN, CataniaModule tested at LNS of INFN, Catania

NIM A 521 (2004) 512NIM A 521 (2004) 512
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Neutrons in cancer therapyNeutrons in cancer therapyNeutrons in cancer therapyNeutrons in cancer therapy
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Hadrontherapy with fast neutronsHadrontherapy with fast neutrons

Berkeley, 1938

Neutrons are neutral Neutrons are neutral → no Bragg peak→ no Bragg peak

MeV neutrons are produced with cyclotrons (p + Be reaction)MeV neutrons are produced with cyclotrons (p + Be reaction)

MeV neutrons produce nuclear interactions → high LET radiationMeV neutrons produce nuclear interactions → high LET radiation

Used for radio resistant tumours (ex. salivary glands, tongue, brain) Used for radio resistant tumours (ex. salivary glands, tongue, brain) 
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About 9 centers in the world [ex. Orleans (France), Fermilab (USA)]About 9 centers in the world [ex. Orleans (France), Fermilab (USA)]



Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT)Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT)

Concept proposed in 1936 by G.L. Concept proposed in 1936 by G.L. 
Locher (only 4 years after the Locher (only 4 years after the ( y y( y y
discovery of the neutron!)discovery of the neutron!)

Bring into cancer cells a nuclideBring into cancer cells a nuclideBring into cancer cells a nuclide Bring into cancer cells a nuclide 
that captures neutrons and that captures neutrons and 
disintegrates into high LET disintegrates into high LET 
fragmentsfragmentsgg

1010B is usedB is used
A il bl (20% f t l B)A il bl (20% f t l B)–– Available (20% of natural B)Available (20% of natural B)

–– Fragments of high LET and path Fragments of high LET and path 
lengths approximately one cell lengths approximately one cell g pp yg pp y
diameter (about 12 microns)diameter (about 12 microns)

–– Well known chemistryWell known chemistry
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BNCT facilities BNCT facilities 
Nuclear reactors or accelarators are Nuclear reactors or accelarators are 
used as sources of epithermal used as sources of epithermal 
neutronsneutrons
Many centers in the world, mostly for Many centers in the world, mostly for 
clinical trialsclinical trials

LimitationLimitation
Difficult to achieve Difficult to achieve 

selective localization in selective localization in 
the tumourthe tumour !
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The challenge of medical sciencesThe challenge of medical sciences

Three fundamental questions to detect and cure the disease:Three fundamental questions to detect and cure the disease:

When ?When ?

Where ?Where ?

How ?How ?

AAss SSoonoon AAss PPossibleossible

AAs s PPrecisely recisely AAs s PPossibleossible

AA EEff ti lff ti l AA PP iblibl

When ?When ? How ?How ?

One answer :

AAs s SSoon oon AAs s PPossibleossible AAs s EEffectively ffectively AAs s PPossibleossible

Multidisciplinary approach
Some examples :Some examples :

• Non-invasive screening (molecular markers, imaging, …)

• High precision diagnostics (MRI, TC, PET, SPECT, …)
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• High precision non-invasive therapy (hadrontherapy, …)



Conclusions and OutlookConclusions and Outlook

Since the beginning of particle physics, more than oneSince the beginning of particle physics, more than one--hundred hundred g g p p y ,g g p p y ,
years go…years go…

P ti l h i ff di i d bi lP ti l h i ff di i d bi lParticle physics offers medicine and biology Particle physics offers medicine and biology 
very powerful tools and techniques to study, very powerful tools and techniques to study, 

detect and attack the diseasedetect and attack the diseasedetect and attack the diseasedetect and attack the disease

To fully exploit this large potentiality all theseTo fully exploit this large potentiality all theseTo fully exploit this large potentiality, all these To fully exploit this large potentiality, all these 
sciences must work together!sciences must work together!
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Work is in progress…Work is in progress…

Physics is beautifulPhysics is beautifulPhysics is beautiful…Physics is beautiful…

…and useful !…and useful !
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